Synthesis, crystal structure, and DNA-cleaving behavior of 5-substituted benzene-1,3-bis(methylene)-spaced dinuclear copper(II) complexes.
Three meta-dicopper complexes, 1-3, based on 5-substituted 1,3-xylylene spacer have been synthesized. These complexes are capable of inducing the transformation of supercoiled DNA (pUC19) to its nicked and linear DNA form in the presence of ascorbate, and their DNA nicking efficiency can be correlated to their DNA-binding ability. The cleavage mechanism is similar to that of the non-substituted meta-dicopper complex A. Amongst the three complexes, 5-(aminomethyl)-substituted complex 3 displayed a higher DNA-binding ability and nicking efficiency than unsubstituted complex A. The CD-spectroscopic study and structural analysis imply that the different CuCu distances and DNA binding modes induced by different 5-substituents on benzene-1,3-bis(methylene) spacer may be responsible for the different DNA cleaving behavior of meta-dicopper complexes.